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1. INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
In this paper an account is given of the Linked Conjunct method. The style of our 
presentation is rather different from the one of the original paper on this subject [D] and owes 
much to the articles [A3, Sl, Sh]. 
Soundness and completeness proofs are supplied: the former is borrowed from [A31 (with 
slight changes introduced, due to our different terminology), whereas the latter is an original 
proof, although modelled upon the Davis-Putnam method for checking inconsistency in 
sentential calculus [DP], [G]. Our completeness result easily yields the completeness of 
Loveland’s weak Model Elimination method (see [Ll, L2, L3, Y]) and the one of Resolution 
WI. 
We describe Sickel’s technique to search for a refut&on of a set of clauses [Sl], which can 
be viewed as a refinement of Model Elimination (once the connection between Model Elimina- 
tion and the Linked Conjunct method, pointed out by Yarmush in [Y], is clearly in mind). 
Shostak’s Graph Construction method [Sh], which is also related to Model Elimination, could 
be easily described within this context. 
The basic entities of our discussion are literals and substitutions. That is, we start from the 
middle and avoid dealing with the Skolemization of formulas in first-order logic [L3], or with 
the unification algorithm ([R3, VV, PWI). Once certain fundamental properties of literals and 
substitutions have been stated, there is no need to talk about variables or terms in a general 
review of automatic deduction. 
Discussion 
The core problem of automatic deduction is that of searching for proofs in an efficient but 
mechanical way. This presupposes a formal system in which the theorems to be proved can be 
unambiguously stated. Usually such a framework is provided by a finitely axiomatized theory 
expressed in a first-order language of logic. (Some pioneering work has also been done which 
uses the framework of Church’s typed A-calculus, see [C, Al, Hl, H2, PJ, ALC]). 
The axioms and the hypotheses (if any), and the conclusion of a theorem are first converted 
into an unsatisfiable Skolem conjunctive form; then one starts searching for a refutation of the 
set of clauses representing this Skolem form. 
Here one can choose from a large variety of different notions of refutation. For instance, the 
single steps of which a refutation consists may be clauses [L3], ordered clauses [L3], chains 
[L3] or, even, conjunctive normal forms (or representations thereof). The final step of a 
refutation, accordingly, may be the empty clause (in the first two cases), the empty chain (in the 
third), or a truth-functionally unsatisfiable set of clauses. In this last case, with which we deal 
exclusively, one may insist, with no loss in generality, that the final step of a refutation must be 
linked, this term meaning that every literal in the set of clauses has both negated and unnegated 
occurrences. 
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When the steps of a refutation are clauses (i.e. in resolution-based methods), every 
inference rule which is applied to generate a new step from previous ones has the effect of 
deleting one or more occurrences of literals from a set of unifiable occurrences. The loss of 
information which follows this destruction is among the causes of the creation, during the 
search for a refutation, of an untractable number of useless clauses. This “combinatorial 
explosion” turns out to be the main defect of the resolution-based methods for automated 
theorem-proving. 
In the Linked Conjunct method, on the other hand, the detection of a pair of com- 
plementarily unifiable literals doesn’t usually lead to the deletion of one of them, but to the 
“mating” of the two literals with one another. Thus, in a more accurate description than the one 
given above, a single step of a refutation will be a conjunctive normal form with a superim- 
posed mating relationship holding between pairs of occurrences of literals. As convenient 
representations for such steps, graph-like structures can be employed. 
It turns out that from the standpoint of the Linked Conjunct method, several other methods 
that, historically, developed from Resolution, can be very naturally described. As a matter of 
fact, the Resolution method itself can be regarded as a special case of the Linked Conjunct 
method [Y]. 
2.LlTERALS AND SUBSTITUTIONS 
In this section we state a set of properties to be satisfied by a triple (9, - ,9) whose intended 
interpretation is the following: 
y is the set of negated and unnegated atoms in a language of first-order logic which has 
denumerably many n-place predicate [function] symbols, for every n 2 0; 
- is the negation operation; 
Y is the set of all finite substitutions of terms for variables. 
In the present context, however, these properties may be regarded as axioms. 
(Al) 9 is a nonempty set of elementary objects, which are called liter&. 
(A2) - is a function from 2 into 2, called complementation. 
(A3) 9’ is a set of functions from 9 into 2, called substitutions. 
(A4) The identity function, t, which maps every member of 3 into itself is a substitution. 
(A5) Y is closed under composition. 
Definitions 
A substitution v is said to be normal if vv = v. Let A = {A,, . . . , A,} be a finite set whose 
members are either all literals or all substitutions. A unifier of A is a substitution u such that 
uA,=. . . = uh,. If A has a unifier, then it is said to be unifiable. A common instance of A is a A 
for which there are substitutions uI, . . . , cr,, satisfying the identities A = alAl = . . . = r,,A,. A 
common instance of {A,} is called an instance of A,. A most general unifier, or mgu, of A is a 
unifier, IL, of A such that every other unifier of A is an instance of CL. A most general instance, or 
mgi, of A is a common instance, v, of A such that every other common instance of A is an 
instance of v, and v is a normal substitution if A,, . . . , A, are normal substitutions. If A,, . . . , A. 
are normal substitutions and A has a common instance, then A is said to be consistent and A, is 
said to be compatible with {AZ,.  . , A,}. A literal 1 is said to be ground if ul = 1 for every (+ E 9’. 
A substitution is said to be ground if it is a normal mgu of {f, I’} where I is a ground literal. A 
finite (possibly empty) set, C, of literals is called a clause; UC, where u E 9’, denotes the clause 
{ul 11 EC}. A finite sequence, (Co,. . . , C,), of clauses is said to be variable-disjoint if for 
j = 0,. . . , n and for all 6 E Y there is a a E Y such that aCj = SC, and aCi = Ci for if j. If 1 is a 
literal in the clause C and A, V E Y are such that AVl’ = 1’ for all 1’ E C, then VI is called an 
(alphabetic) variant of 1, and VC of C; 0 is also called a variant of itself. Every normal mgu of 
{I, I’}, where 1’ is a variant of 1 E 9 and ({I}, {I’}) is variable-disjoint, is called a renaming. If 1, 
I’E _9’ and { - VI, 1’) is unifiable for some renaming V, then we say that I, I’ are complementarily 
unifiable; 1 and - I are called complementary liter&. If C and K are clauses such that 1 E C, 
- I E K, and - I’g K for any 1’ E C\(I), then we say that K complements C with respect to 1. 
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The author ignores whether in the intended interpretation the condition “AVC = C for some 
A” suffices to insure that VC is a variant of C (where V, A E Y and C is a clause). 
Now we are ready to lengthen our list of axioms: 
(A6) For all u E 9, 1 E 2: - u - I= d$ - 1. Thus, in particular - - I# - I and therefore 
-ol=u-Ifl. 
(A7) If for 0 s i < j s n and for every ground substitution 8, there is a 8 E Y such that 
8Cr = SCj and 8Ci = Ci, then (Co,. . . , C,) is variable-disjoint. Conversely, if (Co,. . . , C,) is 
variable-disjoint, hen for every (So,. . . ,6,) E Y”+’ there is a a E Y such that al = Sil for all 
1 E Ci and i = 0,. . . , r~. 
(A8) If C and S are a clause and a finite set of clauses, then there is a variant, VC, of C 
such that V is a renaming and (K, VC) is variable-disjoint for every K E S. 
(A9) If IJ is a unifier of each of the clauses L,, . . . , I,,,,, then v has a ground instance that 
unifies each nonempty Li to some ground literal lie It follows that there are ground literals, that L- 
is both a ground substitution and a renaming, and that every substitution has a ground instance. 
(AlO) If 1’ is a variant of the literal 1, then (1, 1’) is unifiable. 
(Al 1) For every substitution a, there exist literals 1, 1’ such that: (1) u is a unifier of (1, I’}; 
and (2) if u is normal, then u is an mgu of (1, I’}. 
(A12) If uo, ul are two distinct substitutions and {uo, or} is unifiable, then {uo, ur} has an 
mgu. It follows by an easy induction on the cardinality of A, that every unifiable finite set, A, of 
substitutions has an mgu. It also follows that if A = (~1,. . , v.} is a consistent finite set of 
normal substitutions, then A has a common instance of which every other common instance of 
A is an instance: In fact, the common instances of A are just the unifiers of {L, vr, . . ~ , v,}. 
(A13) If any unitier of {L, vlr.. . , v,} exists, where each vi is normal, then a normal mgu also 
exists. Otherwise stated, if {vr, . . . , v,,} is a consistent finite set of normal substitutions, then it 
has an mgi. 
(A14) If 1, 1’ are unifiable literals, then there is a finite set {vr, . . . , v,,} of normal sub- 
stitutions such that the unifiers of (1, I’} and those of {L, IQ,. . , , v,} are the same. It follows 
readily that every unifiable finite set of literals has a normal mgu. 
Below we consider the equivalence relation, - , that holds between the substitutions uo, o1 
if and only if each oi is an instance of or-i (i = 0, 1). 
(AU) If V is a renaming, the number of normal substitutions which are equivalent o V is 
finite. In particular, L is the only normal substitution which is equivalent to L. 
(A16) There is a function F: u + (V,, xU) from Y into Y2 such that for every pair Y, v of 
normal substitutions: V, is a renaming; xv is a normal substitution (called the kernel of u); xv = L 
if v is a renaming; F,y” = (L, xv); v - u if and only if: V, -V, and v = V,x”; if v - v, then 
v = v,u. 
Finally we postulate that: 
There is an alphabet, d, and a one-to-one function, R, from Y u Y into the finite 
expressions over ~4 such that the sets 2’ = {Rl 11 E Lf} and Y’ = {Ru 1 u E 9’“) are both decidable 
and every function in { -} U 9, viewed as a function from 2’ into T’, is computable. 
Composition of substitutions, viewed as a function from Y2 into Y’, is also computable. Every 
existential assertion that appears in (A7)-(A16) has a constructive sense. 
Observe that all of the above properties (A3)-(A16) are vacuously satisfied when Y = {L} 
(ground case). 
It seems to the author that although the proposed list of axioms is probably far from being 
complete, it nevertheless yields most of the properties of literals and substitutions that have 
been used in actual theorem-provers. 
3. UNSATISFIABILITY, INCONSISTENCY, AND THE HERBRAND THEOREM 
We indicate by V the set of all clauses. 
DEFINITION 1. 
A truth-value assignment is a function V from %’ into (0, (0)) such that for every C E %: 
VC = {x/x = 0 and x# (1 E Cl V{ - 1) = 0)). 
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Note that for every truth-value assignment V: V0 = 0; if C c K E %, c E P’, then VuC c 
VcK; if V{ - 1) = 0, then V(1) = {O}, if V{ - 1) # 0, then V{l} = 0 and therefore V{ - I} = {B}. In 
the following we will write VI for V(I). 
C is said to be false in V if VC = 0; otherwise C is said to be true in V and VC = (0). If C 
is true in every truth-value assignment, (that is, if there is a literal 1 such that I, - I E C), then 
we say that C is a tautological clause. 
We indicate by 5’ the set of all the truth-value assignments. 
DEFINITION 2. 
A finite nonempty set of clauses, S, is said to be Y-unsatisfiable if
u f-l vuc=o. 
VE9f oEY 
CES 
If, in addition, no proper subset of S is Y-unsatisfiable, then S is said to be minimally 
Y-unsatisfiable. We often omit the reference to Y and also use the terminology: “inconsistent” 
for “{L}-unsatisfiable”, “consistent” (when referred to sets of clauses) for “non-inconsistent”, 
and “satisfiable” for “non-unsatisfiable”. 
The definition yields the following propositions: 
(1) If &C Si and SO is unsatisfiable, S, is unsatisfiable. 
(2) Every unsatisfiable set contains a minimally unsatisfiable set. 
(3) {0} is the only minimally inconsistent set where no literals occur; (0) is also the only 
inconsistent set of cardinality 1; {{I}, {- I}} is the general form of a minimally inconsistent set in 
which exactly two literals occur. 
(4) If S U {C} is unsatisfiable and C is tautological, then S is unsatisfiable. 
(5) If S U {C} is unsatisfiable, o is a substitution, and UK c C, then S U {K} is unsatisfiable. 
(6a) If I, - I do not appear in {K,,, . . . , K, Ci, . . . , C,}, which is minimally inconsistent, hen 
{I& U {I}, . . . , K, U {I}, Ci, . . . , C,, { - I}} is minimally inconsistent. 
(6b) Let {Ko, Ki,. . . , K, Cl,. . . , CT,} be minimally inconsistent and let L be a subset of 2 
which is closed under complementation and for which: K. fl L 2 Ki rl L for i = 1,. . . , r, and 
{C, n L, . . . , C, f~ L} is consistent. Then K,,\L belongs to some (to every) minimally in- 
consistent subset of {&\L, K,\L,. . . . , K,\L}. 
(7a) If I E C E S, - I E K E S, then we can add (C\(I)) U (K\{ - I}) to S without affecting the 
consistency of S. 
(7b) If I E C E S and Ci,. . . , C, are all the clauses in S which complement C with respect 
to I, then we can replace C by the clauses 
(C\(O) U CCi\{- N, i = 1,. . . , k 
without affecting the consistency of S, (for a proof of a dual statement, see [DW]). In particular, 
when n = 0, this simply means that we can drop the clause C from S. 
(8) S is consistent if and only if either: 
(i)O=S;or 
(ii) 0 # S and S consists of singleton clauses and for no literal I, both {I} E S and { - I} E S; 
or 
(iii) 0 E S = {C,, . . . , C,} and some Ci is non-singleton and for an arbitrary decomposition of 
each Ci in the form CPU . . . U C?, some set {C/J,. . . , C$} with each ji in the range 0,. . . , ni is 
consistent. 
(9) S is consistent if and only if either: 
(i)B=S;or 
(ii) 0 # S and 0 JZ S and for an arbitrary nonempty set L of literals that occur in S, there is a 
subset F of E = {I, - I 11 E L} which shares exactly one element with each pair {I, - I}, I E L, 
and consists of complements of literals appearing in S, for which the set {C\t ] C E S and 
(C rl E) C F} is consistent, see [Bil. 
(10) Let Q = (ao, aI,. . .) be an enumeration without repetitions of all the literals such that 
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Wei = 0, where WE Yf. If EoC{eo,. . . , a,} and N complements E. with respect o a,,,, we call 
(N, E,-J a Q-clash. Putting N’= (Eo\{a,}) U (N\{ - a,,,}), if WN’ = 0 then we call N’ the 
Q-resoluent of (N, Eo). If, on the other side, (N’, E,, . . . , E,) is a Q-clash of Q-resolvent R, 
then we say that (N, Eo, El,. . . , E,) is a Q-clash of Q-resolvent R. If So is inconsistent, hen 
there is a tuple (So, . . . , S,) with 0E S, such that each Si+l is obtained by extending Si with 
Q-resolvents of Q-clashes whose components belong to Si, see [CL]; in the ‘Horn case’, when 
each clause in So contains at most one literal which is false in W, all components of each 
Q-clash other than the first component can be chosen to be singleton. 
The propositions (7)~(10) above suggest various methods for testing consistency. Roughly, 
(7) corresponds to the ground Resolution algorithm [L3] while (9), when L is assumed to have 
cardinality 1, corresponds to the Davis-Putnam algorithm, as modified by Davis, Logemann and 
Loveland (see [G]). Similarly, (8) suggests ground lock resolution and (10) is related to ground 
semantic Resolution [CL]. We shall tacitly employ proposition (6) (with a singleton L) in our 
proof of the ground completeness theorem; which is similar to the proof of (lo), but simpler. 
HERBRAND THEOREM 
If S is unsatisfiable, then there exist a natural 
((To,. * * , a,) E Y’+‘, (C,, . . . , C,) E S”+’ such that 
U n ” VUiCi = 0. 
VE9’ i-0 
number n and two (n + I)-tuples 
Proof. Let (ao, al,. . . .) be an enumeration without repetitions of all the literals such that 
Wai = 0, where W E ‘If. If T is an oriented binary tree whose edges are labelled by literals and u 
is a vertex of T, we indicate by Yf” the set of all the truth-value assignments V such that VI = 0 
for every I on the path from the root to u. There is a nonempty T in which the following 
statements hold for every vertex u: 
(0) if u is the root and there are edges out of u, the two edges leaving u are labelled u. and 
- a0 respectively; 
(1) if an edge labelled nr or - aj enters u and u is not a leaf, the two edges leaving u are 
labelled q+l and - oj+l; 
(2) u is a leaf if and only if there are a C E S and a u E Y such that VcrC = 0 in every 
v E Y”. 
(Here “leaf” means: vertex having outdegree 0, so that the root itself might be a leaf). 
The unsatisfiability of S yields that this tree has no infinite branch; thus, by Kiinig’s infinity 
lemma [B], the number of vertices (and in particular the number of leaves) is finite. Let 
I . ,1, be the leaves. For i = 0, 1,. . . , 
&,. 
n, choose oi E Y and Ci E S SO that VoiCi = 0 in every 
After proving the Completeness theorem (see Section 6), we could easily derive the stronger 
version of the Herbrand theorem in which the ui’s are required to be ground. 
Using the Herbrand theorem and the proposition (7b), one easily proves: 
COROLLARY 
If S U {C} is unsatisfiable, I E C, and no K E S U {C} contains a literal I’ such that I, I’ are 
complementarily unifiable, then S is unsatisfiable. 
Remark 
The contents of this section can be generalized as follows. Put: (e. = 2; (e;+, = %i U {K 1 K is 
a finite subset of %i}; %, = U :=oCei. 
A truth-value assignment is a function V from %‘, into (0, {0}} such that for every K E %, 
and i = 0, 1,2, . . .: if K E Z7 then V( - K) = (0) f VK; if K E (%li+l/%zi), then VK = U LEkVL; 
if K E (%,i+?\(ez,+1), then VK = fl LEk VL. 
The domain of each u E Y can be inductively extended to the whole %‘, so that for all 
K E %zc\?f! 
uK={uLjLEK}; 
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then we say that K E V, is Y-unsatisfiable if
U n VuK=0, 
VEY oEY 
where ‘?f is the set of all truth-value assignments. 
In the intended interpretation of (9, - ,9’) hinted at at the beginning of Section 2, each K E V, 
represents a quantifier-free formula K’: in particular K’ is the disjunction VLEKL’ if K E 
((e,i+l\%zi) while K’ is the conjunction & LEkL’ if K E (%zi+?\%Ii+l), and (crK)’ is UK’ for every 
u E 9. 
It is easily seen that if K is Y-unsatisfiable, then the universal closure, i?, of K’ is 
unsatisfiable in the ordinary sense: this is due to the fact that l? yields crK’ for every u E 9’. 
Conversely, if R is unsatisfiable, then in particular I? is false under every interpretation of 
first-order logic which is based on the domain of all closed terms and maps every closed term 
into itself. This amounts to saying that K is %-unsatisfiable, where 99 consists of all finite 
substitutions of closed terms for variables. Since K is %-unsatisfiable, K is Y-unsatisfiable. 
In the Herbrand theorem, we may assume that SE (%>i+z\%zi+l) for some i. A slight 
simplification in the proof would show that if K E %‘, is unsatisfiable, then a tuple (a,,, . . . , urn,) 
exists for which 
U n”VuiK =0. 
VE”Y i=O 
For a more general statment of the Herbrand theorem, see [A4]. 
4. .U-GRAPHS 
In this section a class of graph-like structures called labelled A-graphs, is defined. Labelled 
d-graphs are similar to Shostak’s clause graphs, of which refutation graphs constitute a 
subclass [Sh]. Even more closely, they are related to matings, as defined by Andrews [A3]. 
Sickel’s individual solution trees [Sl] are characterized as a special case of labelled 
d-graphs; also, a class of labelled A-graphs which has a natural one-one correspondence with 
the class of clause graphs is defined. Under suitable identifications, we have the following chain 
of inclusions: {labelled A-graphs} > {matings} > {clause graphs} > {refutation graphs} >{ind- 
ividual solution trees}. 
An interesting class of labelled A-graphs, called labelled d-trees, is also considered in this 
section. 
Definition 1. 
An &-graph is a triple (Cells, Node, Edges) such that: 
(1) Cells is a finite nonempty set; 
(2) Node is a partition of Cells into equivalence classes (the equivalence classes are called 
nodes and the node to which cell c belongs is indicated Node(c)): 
(3) Edges is a binary relation on Cells. 
In the following we assume also that: 
(4) for every c E Cells, (c, c) B Edges. 
However, we do not put this extra condition in the definition of Jt-graph because it is 
automatically satisfied (by virtue of (A6), Section 2) by those d-graphs that are of real interest 
to us: the labelled d-graphs defined below. 
Definition 2. 
A labelled A-graph is a pair (G, label) where G is an “d-graph and label is a function from 
Cells into 9 such that: there exists a 8 mapping nodes into substitutions so that 
(c, d) E Edges implies 
(X Node(c))label(c) = - (Z Node(d))label(d). 
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If N is a node, we will indicate by Clause(N) the clause {label(c) 1c is a cell of N}. If C N = L 
for every node N, then we say that G is a ground labelled I-graph. 
Associated with every specific class of A-graphs that we will consider later on (for instance, 
the A-trees) there is a corresponding class of labelled J!-graphs (for instance, the labelled 
d-trees). As a general rule, we will omit the definition of the latter class, because it is obvious 
from the definition of the former. 
For every A-graph, we consider two symmetric binary relations between cells: 
Jl, called the mating of the graph, holds between c and d if and only if either (c, d) E Edges 
or, vice versa, (d, c) E Edges (we denote A(c) = {d 1 (c, d) E A}); 
W, called the merging of the graph, holds between c and d if and only if c, d E A(e) for 
some e (this situation could be described by saying that c and d have a common mate). 
An .&-graph is said to be linked if the associated merging W is reflexive (i.e. no cells are 
unmated). 
In an A-graph: 
(a) Every mated cell d such that no edges leave d, is called a deleting cell; non-deleting 
cells are called residual cells; a mated residual cell such that every edge out of it leads to 
another esidual cell is called a trap cell. 
(b) A nonempty (finite or infinite) sequence of cells (co, cl,. . .) such that whenever Ci+r is 
defined: 
(1) if i is even (in particular, if i = 0), then ci+r E A( 
(2) if i is odd, then ci# ci+r and Node(q) = Node(ci+r); is called an d-path. 
(c) A finite &-path (co, cl,. . . 9 CZ~+,) where no cell occurs more than once and 
Node(c2,+,) =Node(co), is called an A-cycle. 
(d) An d-path (co, cl,..., CZ”+~) in which (ci, Ci+r) E Edges for i = 0, 2,. . . ,2n and (cl, 
cj, * * 9 , cZn+,) are deleting cells is said to be alternating. 
(e) If (CO, cl,. . . , CZ”+J is alternating and c E Node(c ln+r), then co is called an ancestor of c. 
An A-graph is said to be A-p&wise connected if for any two cells c and d there exist: a 
cell e such that Node(c) = Node(e) and a finite d-path from e to d. 
If every d-cycle (CO, CI, . . . , &+I) of an I-graph G has components Cir Cj and ck, with if j, 
such that Ci, ci E .d!(ck), then G is said to be &loop free. If, in addition, G is linked, then G is 
said to be acceptable. On the other side, if G is linked, Edges = A, and in G: cWd implies 
A(c) = A(d), then G is called a Shostak A-graph. 
Remark 
There is a one-one correspondence between labelled Shostak d-graphs and those clause 
graphs (as defined in [Shl) in which every node has at least one cell. In order to facilitate 
working with this correspondence, we decided to use the terminology “A-loop free”, although 
it sounds strange that A-loop free d-graphs may, in fact, have d-cycles. Shostak’s refutation 
graphs (see again [Shl) can be characterized, within the present context, as labelled A-pathwise 
connected -loop free Shostak I-graphs. 
Definition 3 
An At-tree is an A-graph T which has a designated node, R(T), called its root, and satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(0) The set of nodes is partially ordered by the relation C defined by: M < N if and only if 
N contains an ancestor of a cell in M. 
(1) R(T) is the only maximal element in < . 
(2) There is only one edge entering each deleting cell. 
(3) If (c, r) E Edges and r is residual, then r is an ancestor of c. 
(4) If (r, d), (r’, d’) E Edges, df d’, d and d’ are deleting, and r’E Node(r), then 0 = 
{M 1 M < Node(d)} U {M 1 M S Node(d’)}. 
An equivalent recursive definition would be: 
Definition 3’ 
T is an d-tree if it satisfies either of the following two conditions: 
(1’) T has no edges nor any node distinct from R(T). 
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(2’) There are J-trees To, T,, . . . , T, whose sets of cells are pairwise disjoint and cells c,, 
k,, . . , c,, k, such that for i = 1,. . . , n: 
ci is a residual cell of To and ki is an unmated cell of R(‘I’i). T is obtained from To, 
I-,,..., T, by setting R(T) = R(T,J and creating the new edges (ci, ki) and, perhaps, edges 
leading either to ci or to ancestors of ci in To from residual cells of Ti other than k,. 
We are not requiring here that ci and ci be distinct for if j. 
It is immediate from the second definition that every <M-tree T has a construction, that is a 
finite sequence of “a-trees each of which either consists of an isolated root or is obtained by 
combining previous ,fl-trees as indicated in (2’) above: the last tree in the sequence is T. Many 
interesting properties of .Il-trees can be proved by induction on the length of a minimum-length 
construction; this is true, in particular, of the following: 
LEMMA 
For every pair (N, M) of nodes of an “U-tree T, the lowest common ancestor (with respect 
to <) can be unambigouslv defined as follows: 
if T is an isolated root, LCA(N, M) = R(T); 
if T results from To, T,, . . . , T, as in (2’) of the definition of J4-tree (where n > 0), then 
inductively define the LCAi relative to Ti for i = 0, 1,. . . , n. Then set 
I LCAi(N, M) if N and M are both nodes of Ti; 
LCAo(Ni, Mj) if N is a node of Ti, M is a node of Ti, 0 # if jf 0; 
LCA(N, M) = LCAo(N, Mi) if N is a node of To, M is a node of Ti, jf 0; 
LCA,(Ni, M) if N is a node of Ti, M is a node of To, O# i; 
where C; is a cell of Ni = Mi for i = 1,. . . , n. 
LCA satisfies the properties: LCA(N, N) = N; LCA(N, M) = LCA(M, N); 
LCA(N, R(T)) = R(T); LCA(N, LCA(N, M)) = LCA(N, M); 
if M# LCA(N, M), then there exists a unique alternating .U-path from a cell of LCA(N, M) to 
a cell of M. 
Since the set of nodes of an .tl-tree is finite and partially ordered by < , we can talk about 
the height of a node NO, which is the biggest n for which there is a chain N, <. . < Ni <No. 
Definition 4 
An individual solution tree is a labelled “U-tree in which there is exactly one edge leaving 
each residual cell. 
Note that an individual solution tree is an acceptable “U-graph. Furthermore, the lemma 
above easily yields: 
COROLLARY 
An “U-tree in which there is at most one edge leaving each residual cell (in particular: any 
individual solution tree) is .ti-pathwise connected. 
One readily concludes that: Every individual solution tree becomes a Shostak refutation 
graph if the set of edges is extended with all pairs (c, d) E A. 
5. SOUNDNESS THEOREM 
Let S, G be a finite nonempty set of clauses and a labelled “U-graph respectively. Assume 
that (N”,N,, . . . , N,) is an enumeration of all the nodes of G and that Ki = Clause (Ni) for i = 0, 
1,. . . , n. We say that G is a refutation A-graph for S if: 
(a) G is acceptable; 
(b) there is an (n + I)-tuple (C,), C,, . . . , C,) such that: C, E S and Ki is an alphabetic variant 
ofC,,fori=O,l,... ?n. 
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Hemark 
The existence of (C,, C,, . . . , C,) does not depend on the particular enumeration (No, 
NI,. . . , N,) which is chosen. 
SOUNDNESS THEOREM 
If there exists a refutation d-graph, G, for S, then S is unsatisfiable. 
Proof. Let (No, N,, . . . , N,) be an enumeration of all the nodes of G, where each node 
occurs exactly once. For i = 0, 1,. . . , n, Ki = Clause(Ni) is a variant V,C, of C;, where Ci E S. 
Because G is a labelled d-graph, there is a finite sequence (o,,, uI, . . . , CT,) of substitutions such 
that gi label(c) = - a, label(d) whenever (c, d) E Edges, Node(c) = N,, Node(d) = Nj. Obtain G’ 
from G by replacing label(c) with label’(c) = a, label(c) for every cell c, where Ni = Node(c), 
i=O, l,..., h. NOW each K{ = Clause’(Ni) equals oiV,Cir where Ci E S. Furthermore, the 
labelled d-graph G’ is a ground refutation d-graph for S’ = {oiV,Ci ) i = 0, 1,. . . , n}. We are 
going to prove that S’ is inconsistent: hence it will follow that S is unsatisfiable. In fact, assume 
that fl :=oVg,ViCi# 0 for some specific truth-value assignment V. From this assumption we 
derive a contradiction as follows. Let CO be a cell in No such that V label’(co) # 0 (one such cell 
exists, otherwise VKA would be 0, implying II Y=oVKI = 0). Since G’ is linked, there is a pair (co, 
c,) E Jl. We have V label’(c,) = 0, because label’(c,) = - labelf( hence there is a cell c2 E 
Node(c,)\{c,} for which V label’(cJ# 0. Similarly we can choose c3E.4(c,) and c4~ 
Node (c3)\{c3} for which V label’(C4)# 0, etc. Sooner or later we will encounter a cqn+, such 
that (c2,,,, . . . , cZn+,) is an Jt-cycle for some m < n (it is impossible that m = n, because 
otherwise (cz”, c2,,+,) would be an d-cycle, contradicting the fact that G’ is acceptable-hence 
~--loop free). Choose an .4-cycle (do, d,, . . . , dzh+,) such that V label’(dJ # 0 for L even and 
therefore V label’(dJ = 0 for i odd, where h is as small as possible (note that for every k s h, 
(dzt, dzk+,, . . . , dm da,+,, do, d,,... , d2k-,) is also an JU-cycle which is said to be obtained by 
rotating the former .4-cycle.) Since G’ is acceptable, there are di, di, and dk with if j such that 
d,, di E A(dk). Thus V label’(di) = V label’(d$ and therefore i and j are both even or both odd. 
Case where both i and j are even. (dk-,, dk) E Al and either i or j differs from k - 1. Without 
loss of generality and by rotating the I-cycle if necessary, assume 0 s k - 1 < i < 2h + 1. Then 
(4, dk, dk+,, -. . , di-,) would be an d-cycle, contradicting the minimality of h. 
Case where both i and j are odd. (dk, dk+,) E & and either i or j differs from k + 1. Without 
loss of generality and by rotating the A-cycle if necessary, assume 0 < i < k + 1 s 2h + 1. Then 
(dk, 4, d,+,, . . . , dk-,) would be an .4-cycle, contradicting the minimality of h. 
6. COMPLETENESS THEOREM 
Let S be a finite nonempty set of nonempty non-tautological clauses and let L be a clause 
containing no two complementary literals. Put: 
L={l,-IJlEL}; 
CL = C\t for every clause C; 
sL = (0) if CL = 0 for every C in S, 
= {CL 1 C E S}\{B} otherwise. 
We say that S in minimally inconsistent mod L if SL is minimally inconsistent. 
Note that “minimally inconsistent mod 0” simply means “minimally inconsistent” and that if 
S is minimally inconsistent mod L with L 3 I E C E S and -I not appearing in S, then 
S U {{ - 1)) is minimally inconsistent mod L\(I). 
GROUND COMPLETENESS THEOREM 
Assume that S is minimally inconsistent mod L and that Co E S, CoL E SL. 
Then there is a ground labelled A-tree, T, such that: 
(0) There is at most one edge from each residual cell; the unmated cells are those whose 
labels belong to L; 
(1) Clause (R(T)) = Co; Clause (N) E S for every node N of T; 
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(2) no two cells within the same node can have identical or complementary labels; 
(3) consider a mated cell c labelled I: if c is a nontrap residual cell, then the same is true of 
every cell labelled 1, whereas no cell labelled - I is a nontrap residual cell; if c is a trap cell or a 
deleting cell, then the same is true of every cell labelled I, whereas every cell labelled - I is a 
nontrap residual cell; 
(4) if (r, d) is an edge where r and d are a residual cell and a deleting cell respectively, then 
label(r) does not occur in any cell c such that Node(c) G Node(d); 
(5) if ri is a mated nontrap residual cell labelled I and Ti is the sub-A-tree of T consisting of 
the nodes {N 1 N < Node(ri)} (i = 0, l), then TO and Tr are isomorphic d-trees. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on h, where 2h is the number (even, by the minimality of S) 
of the distinct literals that occur in SL. 
If h = 0, then we create one cell labelled I for each I E Co and let R be the node consisting 
of these cells. The isolated root R is the desired tree T. 
If h > 0, then we can choose a literal I from CoL. SL can be written as 
sL = {{I} u CoL”(‘l, . . . , {I} u Ck”(‘), 
{ - I} u M;“y . . . , { - I} u M f”(-‘1, 
KIL,. . * , KpLl, 
where: 
p, r, s 5 0; 
Co,. . . , C,, MO,. . . , Ms, K,, . . . t K, E s; 
I,- 1JZ U ‘Ki. 
i=I 
Plainly, Ck”t’l belongs to some (to every) minimally inconsistent subset of 
{c;“(I), . . . ) CF”(‘), K,L,. . .) KpL}; 
hence CO belongs to a subset of {Co,. . . , C, K,, . . . , Kp} which is minimally inconsistent mod 
L U {I}. Similarly, M k”t-‘) belongs to some (to every) minimally inconsistent subset of 
L”(4) {Mo , . . . , M:‘-‘(-I), KIL,. . . , KpL) 
and MO belongs to a subset of {MO,. . . , MS, K,, . . . , K,} which is minimally inconsistent mod 
L U { - I}. Using the inductive hypothesis, we create an &tree T’ for {Co,. . . , Cr, K,, . . . , K,} 
such that Clause(R(T’)) = Co, etc. and an A-tree Tg for {MO,. . , MS, K,, . . . , KP} such that 
Clause(R( T$) = MO, etc. Now we create m duplicates T’,‘, . . . , Th of Ti where m + 1 is the 
number of the cells Ci which are labelled by I in T’, and create an edge from each ci to the cell 
of R(T’i) that is labelled by - 1. Finally, for each TY, we add edges to Ci from those cells of TY 
(if any) which are labelled by- I and do not belong to R(T’$ The tree T so obtained obviously 
satisfies all of the requirements. 
LIFTING LEMMA 
Let T’ be a ground individual solution tree. Transform T’ into T” by adding to each node N’ 
zero or more labelled cells so that the new node N” satisfies Clause(W) = Clause(N’). A ground 
individual solution tree T”’ can again be obtained from T” by duplicating certain nodes and by 
adding new edges. 
Proof. At each stage of the construction of T”’ one of the following criteria is to be used to 
provide an unmated cell c whose node is at the lowest possible height with a mate: 
(1) if Node(c) = Node(r) and (I; r’) is an edge where both r and r’ are residual, then create 
an edge (c, r’); 
(2) if Node(c) = Node(d) and (r, d) is an edge where r is residual and d is deleting, then 
create an edge (c, r); 
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(3) if Node(c) = Node(r) and (r, d) is an edge where r is residual and d is deleting, then 
create a copy, T, of the sub-d-tree that consists of all nodes N for which LCA(N, Node(d)) = 
Node(d). The root of T contains an unmated copy, d’, of d. Create an edge (c, d’). Then, by 
creating edges in the natural way, make trap cells of the unmated cells of T (these correspond 
to trap cells in the original .&-tree such that the edges leaving them lead out of the sub-&-tree). 
At each step, the number of the unmated cells decreases by 1, hence the described 
procedure terminates. 
A slight refinement of the lifting lemma is obtained if we assume that T’ is a ground labelled 
d-tree satisfying the properties (O)-(5) of the ground completeness theorem. In applying the 
lifting procedure to T”, we must then ignore the cells whose labels belong to t. The tree T”’ 
which is obtained still satisfies (O)-(5), except that now two cells within the same node may 
have identical abels. 
COMPLETENESS THEOREM 
Let Co E S, where S is an unsatisfiable set of nonempty clauses. Assume that there exist 
C,, * * * , C, E S and So, Sr,. . . , 8, E Sp such that {G&O, SIC,, . . . , S.C.} is minimally inconsistent. 
Then S has a refutation A-graph, T, which is an individual solution tree and for which (l)-(4) of 
the ground completeness theorem hold. 
Proof. By the ground completeness theorem, we can build a ground refutation individual 
solution tree T’ for {&Co, SIC,, . . . , S,C,} such that S&o= Clause(R(T’)). Let (N& 
Ni,. . . , N,Q be an enumeration of all the nodes of T’, in which N6 = R(T’) and every node 
occurs exactly once. Let (a;,. . . ,Sh) and (Ci,. . . , CA) be an m-tuple of substitutions in {So, 
s I,..., 6,) and an m-tuple of clauses in {Co, Cr, . . . , Cn} such that Sic;= Clause(Nf) for 
i=l,..., m. Also set 66 = So, C;= Co so that SAC;= Clause(N$. For each node NI and for 
each cell c in NI: add to NI one fewer cell labelled label(c) than there are literals I E C: such 
that S’J = label(c). Let T” be the d-tree so obtained, which has the nodes NI;, NY,. . . 9 Nk 
corresponding to N& N i, . . . , Nh in the same order. The lifting procedure can be applied to T” 
to transform it into a ground refutation individual solution tree T”’ for {G&o, Sic,, . _ . , &C,,}. T 
is finally obtained from T”’ as follows: for each node NY (or duplicate thereof) and for each cell 
c in NY, we replace label(c) by a label I such that all = label(c); we do this in such a way that 
each literal of Cj occurs exactly once in the new node Ni corresponding to N’i’. To see that T is 
indeed a labelled d-graph, associate with every node Ni the substitution XNi = Sl. 
7. REFUTATION PROCEDURES 
Overview 
In this section we describe several semi-decision procedures which, when begun with a finite 
set of clauses, S, as an input, will reach a successful termination if and only if S is 
p-unsatisfiable. 
We assume that Y#{L}, because decision procedures for the ground case are known. We 
mention that the problem of determining whether a finite set of clauses is {L)-unsatisfiable is 
NP-complete: notwithstanding, there is a decision algorithm for this problem whose average 
time complexity is polynomial [G]. 
To avoid a trivial case, we assume that 0 B S; furthermore, without loss of generality, we 
assume that S contains no tautological clauses nor any clause containing an alphabetic variant 
of another clause in S; for every literal I that appears in S, a literal complementarily unifiable 
with I also occurs in S. 
Prototype of an Herbrand-type procedure 
A procedure can be devised which, given S, will generate a sequence, (C,, Cz, . . .), of 
clauses in S and a sequence, (IT,, cr2,. . .>, of substitutions so that: if {oC 1 u E Y, C E S} has an 
inconsistent finite subset, then {UiCi )i = 1, 2,. . . .} has an inconsistent finite subset too. In 
particular we might choose the two sequences o that {UiCi 1 i = 1,2,. . . .} = {UC 1 u E 9, C E S}, 
but more convenient choices can be found. 
The crudest Herbrand-type procedures to detect he unsatisfiability of S can be represented 
1% 
by the following scheme: 
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(1) n+some nonnegative integer; 
(2) increase n ; 
(3) generate S, = {(T,C~, . . . , a;lC,}; 
(4) if S, is inconsistent, halt declaring that S is unsatisfiable; lse go to (2). 
If S is not unsatisfiable, the described procedure cannot-at least in general-become aware 
of this fact (indeed, the present remark is true of any procedure that serves the same purpose). 
Instead. it will run for ever. 
The Prawitz procedure 
Both Gilmore’s procedure and the Davis-Putnam procedure [DP], on one side, fall within 
the general scheme given above, although they use different criteria to test S, for inconsistency. 
The Prawitz procedure [D], [R2], on the other side, fits into the slightly modified scheme given 
below: 
(1) n+some nonnegative integer; 
(2) increase n ; 
(3) generate the set {V,C,, . . . , V,C,} of variable-disjoint clauses where Ci E S and Vi is a 
renaming (i = 1, . . . , n); 
(4) if there is a substitution u such that {oV,Cr,. . . , aV,C,} is inconsistent, then halt 
declaring that S is unsatisfiable; lse go to (2). 
This procedure exploits another procedure which, given S, generates the sequence (C,, 
2;:. 
. .). We must require that for all p there is a 4 such that every clause in S occurs in 
. . . , C,) at least p times. The unification properties of substitutions and literals insure us 
that (4) is executable: that is, (T can be found provided it exists. 
The Linked Conjunct procedure 
The following prototype of the Linked Conjunct procedure [D], [Y] can be regarded as a 
refinement of the Prawitz procedure: 
(1) n *some nonnegative integer; 
(2) increase n ; 
(3) try to generate a new linked labelled d-graph, G, in such a way that: 
(A) G has complexity n, where the measure of complexity is defined in any reasonable way 
(for instance, n might be the integer quotient of the number of nodes in G by some fixed 
positive integer r); 
(B) for every node, N, of G: 
no two cells in N have the same label; Clause(N) = VC where VC is a variant of 
some C E S; if M is a node of G other than N then Clause(N) and Clause(M) are 
variable-disjoint; 
(0 there is a substitution u such that: 
if (TG is obtained from G by replacing the label of each cell c by u label(c), then aG is a 
ground labelled &-graph; 
(4) if (3) succeeded, then: if {U Clause(N) ) N is a node of G} is inconsistent, halt declaring 
that S is unsatisfiable, lse go to (3); 
(5) if (3) failed because every G satisfying all of the requirements has already been 
generated (to within a renaming), then go to (2). 
This procedure can be improved in two ways: 
(a) by making step (4) part of step (3), i.e. by piloting the construction of G in such a way 
that uG is already known to be inconsistent before step (4) is executed: thus, if step (3) 
succeeds, we can immediately declare that S is unsatisfiable; 
(b) by eliminating the backtracking involved in step (3). 
Inner and outer match 
Before we turn to the discussion of these issues, let us supply the details of step (3), which 
is the generation of G: 
(0) Create a node R such that Clause(R) E S. Let G consist of the isolated node R and set: 
Z4L}, UCL. 
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(1) Choose a cell w in G which has no mate. Find a mate, m, for w using either of the 
following rules, in both of which we require that a normal mgu, /.L, of {label(w), -label(m)} 
exists and is compatible with Z: 
(inner match) m is a cell already present in G; 
(outer match) m is a cell in a newly created node N for which Clause(N) = VC, where: C 
belongs to S and C is a variant of C which is variable-disjoint from Clause(M) 
for every node M already in G. 
Then create an edge (w, m) and set: Z+Z U {CL}, utany mgi of C. 
(2) If G is not linked, go to (1). 
For simplicity we assume that Clause(R) has been chosen once and for all before the first 
execution of step (3) of the Linked Conjunct procedure and belongs to a minimally unsatisfiable 
subset of S. In practice, this assumption causes no difficulties. Usually, in fact, S can be written 
as S = SO U S,, where the clauses in SO represent he proper axioms of some finitely axioma- 
tized theory of first-order logic, while the clauses in S, (which is called a “set of support”) 
correspond to the negation of a theorem. If the theorem was stated in its neatest form, every 
clause in S1 will belong to a minimally unsatisfiable subset of S. 
Remark 
Since both inner and outer match choose from a non-virgin ode at least one of the two cells 
to be coupled, our presentation might convey the false impression that the Linked Conjunct 
procedure is intrinsically more akin to Linear Resolution than to the crude prototype of 
Resolution (see [CL] or [L3]). It emerges however from the report [CDHI] that the original 
implementation of the Linked Conjunct also allowed the mating of two cells both belonging to 
virgin nodes. That is, it embodied a third kind of matching rule which introduced at once two 
new nodes in the d-graph G under construction. That implementation worked as follows. It 
created all nodes from the start, following an indication by the user about how many copies of 
each input clause were to appear as nodes of the final G. Every application of a matching rule 
was preceded by a phase during which each unmated cell was assigned a score reflecting the 
number of its candidate mates. A cell w with the lowest possible score was first isolated; next, a 
look-ahead phase analyzed, for each candidate mate m’, the A-graph which would result after 
the matching of w with m’. In tentatively selecting a mate m for w, priority was given to those 
candidate mates m’ which led to d-graphs with a lower minimum score. In this manner, the 
look-ahead phase could efficiently pilot backtracking toward a refutation. The author has 
recently implemented a Linked Conjunct procedure closely resembling that of [CDHI]: his 
program, written in SETL, has been successfully tested with all theorems to be found in the 
appendix of [CL]. 
Refinements of the Linked Conjunct procedure 
The crude Linked Conjunct procedure that we have described can be improved by fusing in 
various ways its steps (3) and (4). 
The simplest way of doing so has been indicated by Yarmush [Y]: after each inner match, 
check the set 
{a{labels of the mated cells of N] 1 N is a node of G} 
for inconsistency. If this set is consistent, undo the inner match. 
A second solution has been pointed out by Andrews [A3], whose procedure seeks to 
construct an acceptable d-graph instead of simply a linked d-graph: if G looses the property 
of A-loop freeness after the execution of an inner match, then immediately extend G with 
more edges (without adding new nodes) until G becomes d-loop free again. If this proves 
impossible, undo the sequence of steps just performed, including the initial inner match. 
A third solution has been proposed by Loveland whose procedure, called (weak) Model 
Elimination [L3], [Y], seeks to build an individual solution tree instead of simply an acceptable 
A-graph: say that cell m is an ancestor of cell w if there is a sequence of edges (r,,, do), (r,, 
d,), e . . , (r”, d,) such that ro= m, ri+l E Node (di)\(di}, w = r,,,, and (ri, di) was created by 
outer match (i = 0, 1,. . . , n). Whenever the edge (w, m) is created by inner match, Model 
Elimination requires that m be an ancestor of w. 
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Model Elimination is more sophisticated than this. As a matter of fact, it aims at construc- 
ting an individual solution tree that satisfies the properties (l)-(4) listed in the completeness 
theorem. To this purpose, rejection rules have been introduced in the procedure so that 
whenever an d-tree arises that violates any of the requirements, the wrong actions that have 
led to its configuration are quickly undone. Finally, a very economical representation of the 
&-tree under construction is made possible by imposing an explicit ordering on the cells of 
each node and by providing a definite rule for choosing, at each step, which one among the 
unmated cells is to be mated next by inner or outer match. 
The completeness theorem yields easily that the Model Elimination procedure will halt with 
success provided S is unsatisfiable. Therefore the other mentioned procedures, of which Model 
Elimination is a refinement, will also terminate successfully on input S. 
Sickel’s procedure 
If we could find a compact representation for the set of all refutation individual solution 
trees for S which have a certain root and complexity G n, then the backtracking involved in 
step (3) of the Linked Conjunct procedure would become unnecessary. In [Sl], Sickel describes 
a suitable structure for such a compact representation, along with a particular measure of 
complexity for (individual) solution trees. Her structure, called a total solution free, is a linked 
A-tree with a labelling function from its cells into literals. Both individual solution trees and 
total solution trees are special cases of the solution trees defined as follows: 
Definition 
A solution tree is a linked A-tree, T, with a function, label, from cells into literals such that: 
(1) For every pair N, M of distinct nodes, Clause(N) and Clause(M) are variable-disjoint; 
(2) if (w, m) is an edge, then {label(w),- label(m)} is unifiable; 
(3) if (CO, cl,. . . , cZn+J is an A-path in which co, cl,. . . , c2,, are distinct whereas cZn+, =co 
and if pi is a normal mgu of { - label(czi), label(c2i+r)} for i = 0, 1,. . . , n, then {PO, ~1,. . . , p.} 
has an mgi; 
(4) there is a function, Z, from cells into finite nonempty sets of normal substitutions uch 
that: 
for every deleting cell d, Z(d) = {v / v is a normal mgi of {p,, . . . , /.L,} where pi E X(ri) for 
i= ,..., 1 n and Node(d) = {d, rlr . . . , m}}; 
for every residual cell r, 
Z(r) = {v 1 either v is a normal mgu of {-label(r), Iabel( where r’ is residual and (r, r’) is an 
edge, or v is an mgi of F and u where p is a normal mgu of { - label(r), label(d)} and 
u E Z(d) for some edge (r, d) in which d is deleting}; 
if R(T) = {ro, rl,. . . , r,,}, then we can choose gi EZ(ri) for i = 0, 1,. . . ,p SO that {go, 
VI, * * * , r+} is consistent. 
Sickel’s procedure can be sketched as follows: 
(1) n +some nonnegative integer; 
(2) increase n ; 
(3) try to generate the total solution tree of complexity n for S; 
(4) if (3) succeeded, halt declaring that S is unsatisfiable, lse go to (2). 
8. EXAMPLES 
In this appendix we show examples of the various kinds of A-graphs which have been 
characterized so far. This gives us an opportunity to make sparse remarks upon the different 
refutation procedures described in Section 7. 
In most examples, the sets of literals and substitutions are assumed to be, respectively, 
9 = (1, - 1,2, - 2,3, - 3,. . .} and Y=(L). 
In the remaining examples, we assume that Y is the set of negated and unnegated atoms in a 
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{a;;;:;;;~ 1 n is a nonnegative integer, 
rl, * . . , t, are terms, and 
x1, * * f , xn are distinct free variables}, 
where o;;;::;;g designates the substitution that simultaneously replaces every occurrence of 
each xi within a literal by the corresponding ti (i = 1,. . . , n). We expect that the reader is 
familiar with the notions of atom, term, and free variable mentioned above. 
Graphic conventions 
A rectangle surrounding an occurrence of a literal 1, e.g. 
1 S(X,flX)l 1, 
c 
denotes a cell, c, of a labelled d-graph for which label(c) = 1. Adjacency of the rectangles 
representing two such cells c, d, indicates that c and d belong to the same node. Thus, e.g. 
P(r) -O(y) R(hlX)l 
represents a node consisting of three cells. 
An edge (c, d) is often indicated by an arrow which leads from the rectangle representing c 
to that representing d, e.g. 
If C and K are two disjoint sets of cells in a labelled .I-graph G such that (c, k) and (k, c) 
are edges for every c E C and k E K, then we indicate this fact by drawing a “‘bridge” 
connecting the “shores” C and K. For instance, 




A labelled d-graph which is neither ground, nor d-linked, nor Jtl-pathwise connected. 
c, cs 
P(x) 
c2 c3 Q 
No Ipo 
-Plf (r)l O(g(x)) 
G c5 
N, -O(g(x)) -P(f(y)l 
Without any pretence of achieving maximum generality, we can, for instance, define: 
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The mating, Jt, and the merging, W, of this <H-graph are: 
Jt = {(Cl, cz), (cz, Cl>, (c3, c4L (C4r c3L (Cl, CSL h Cl), (c5, C6)l (C6, c5)), 
“ur = {(Cl, Cl>, . . . , (c6. c6), (cl, C6)r (c6, cl>, (c2, CS), (c5, CZ)}. 
Example 2 
A labelled A-graph, G, which is both k-linked and A-pathwise connected. 
The Linked Conjunct procedure might construct G in order to refute the set of input clauses 
S = {I- NUN, {R(x), Q(x), - P(x)), U'(Y), Q(Y)), {- Q(z), - P(z)l, 
{P(V),- Q(u)}}, where x, y, z, u, u are free variables. 
For instance, it might start with the isolated node {c8, c7, co} and then create the edges e. 
through e3 by outer match and e4 by inner match. Before creating e3 and e4, possibly it would 
try to create the edge (c4, c,) by inner match: Yarmush’s procedure, instead, would not even 
attempt o perform such a step, on the ground that 
{I- R(x)), {R(x), - P(x)l, U’(x), Q(x)), I- Q(x), - P(x))} 
is not b-unsatisfiable. 
Note that G is not J4--loop free, because (co, cl,. . . , c7) is an d-cycle and there exist no i, j, 
k E (0, 1,. . . )’ 7) such that if j and ci, cr E A(Q). For this reason, Andrews’ procedure would 
not produce G as a refutation of S: in order to make G acceptable, it would create one more 
edge, e.g. (c3, c,) or (cg, ~2). The graph obtained by adding (c6, c2) is isomorphic to the one 
shown in the following example. 
Example 3 
An acceptable ground labelled d-graph. 
Even if we ignore the orientation of the edges, the above A-graph is not a Shostak I-graph. 
In fact, c7 and c2 have the common mate c6, but c3 is a mate of c2 whereas it is not a mate of c7. 
By adding the edge (c7, c3) and furthermore ignoring the orientation of the edges, we obtain the 
following &-graph. 
Example 4 
A Shostak refutation graph. 
This A-graph cannot be obtained by extending the set of edges of some individual solution 
tree with all pairs (c, d) E A. In fact we shall see in the Example 7 that every individual solution 
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{I - 3),{3,2, - 11, (1, %I - 2, - 11, (1, - 21) 
must contain two distinct nodes N and M such that Clause(N) = Clause(M). 
Example 5 
A Shostak d-graph. 
Although this I-graph 
refutation A-graph for 
Example 6 
is AC-pathwise connected, it is not I-loop free; therefore, it is not a 
w, {l,% { - 1, - N. 
Two individual solution trees, TO and T,. 
TO is obtained by combining the A-trees: 
TO becomes the following Shostak refutation graph if its set of edges is extended withal1 
pairs (c, d) E Au: 
The cells co, c,, c2, c4, c7 and cs are residual cells in both TO and Tr. The cells c3, cs, c6 and q 
are deleting cells in both To and T1. For i = 0, 1, the cell c lo+i s deleting in Ti and residual in 
Tl-i. The trap cells in To are cg and cII; those in T1 are c7 and cls. 
The weak Model Elimination procedure could generate To, but not T,, as a refutation of 
{{ - 3}, {3,2, - l}, { 1,2}, { - 2, - 1) and (1, - 2)). A sequence of inner and outer matches that could 
be used to build To, corresponds to the following Model Elimination derivation: 
3-12 [setting of the root], 
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[creation of the edge (cl, cs)], 
[creation of the edge (c4, Q)], 
[creation of the edge (Q, cl)], 
[creation of the edge (cz, c6)], 
[creation of the edge (c,, cIO)], 
[creation of the edge (cl,, Q)], 
[creation of the edge (co, cJ]. 
Example 7 
A total solution tree. 
This is the total solution tree of complexity I for 
which has the root(ml.The complexity is 1, because there are not two nodes N, M such that 
N > M and Clause(N) = Clause(M). More generally, a total solution tree of complexity n must 
comply (in the ground case) with the constraint hat for no (n + l)-tuple No, N,, . . ., IV, of nodes, 
N,<N,> . . > N,, and Clause(NO) =Clause(N,) = . . . = Clause(N,). 
Other total solution trees of complexity 1 for S would be obtained if different roots were 
chosen. However, each of them can be easily derived from the given one, on the basis of 
symmetry considerations. By inspection of all total solution trees of complexity 1, one can 
easily check that any individual solution tree which refutes S must use some of the clauses in S 
more than once. 
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